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Fifty Questions Asked
About Spirit (GOD)
The 50 questions about god booklet is a collection of 50 common questions
and misunderstanding that have been asked about God (spirit) and spirituality.
Along with each question there is a detailed answer that shines some valuable
light these common misconceptions.
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Q1
Is there a God?
answer YES, but not the one depicted in popular religions.
Q2

What kind of God is he?

Answer A God of Love, logic, reason, truth, trust and immense power throughout the Universe.

Q3

Did God create Man and the Universe?

Q4

Is God a male?

Answer YES, he created all life and the Universe over millions of years.

Answer NO, God is pure intelligent power and has never existed in any other form. Man finds it

easier to give names and sexes to all life, and tradition has always made God a male.

Q5

If God exists, why does he allow all the cruelty and misery to exist in the
world to continue ?
Answer God feels all that pain and misery that exists in the world. But he cannot interfere as he
gave the human race FREEWILL so they may develop and grow their intelligence and their
soul. It is mans choice to allow his negative and violent nature to rule him.

Q6

Has Man got a Soul?

Answer YES, and it contains the four essences of life, Love, Sensitivity, Compassion and

Understanding.

Q7

Has the Soul a function in life?
Answer YES, to help man develop a higher conscience, and by doing so, grow the essential
essences of man.

Q8

What is a humans purpose on earth?

Answer Humans are present on earth for one main function only, that is to develop their soul

essences to a very high level.

Q9

Does man have only one life existence?

Answer NO, all life is re-incarnated, but this is not recognised by the individual, as no memory of

previous existence’s are present. ( note than on very RARE occasions odd flashbacks may
slip into the conscious mind)

Q10 How does man develop these essences?
Answer By developing his true character in a positive loving manner, and widening his

understanding of life.

Q11 Do animals have a soul?
Answer YES, all living creatures have a soul, but that soul is very limited, and is programmed, there

is no freewill in the context of human freewill.

Q12 What if I do not believe in God?
Answer It makes no difference, you will still re-incarnate again. Lack of development does

however, affect future existence.

Q13 Did Jesus exist ?, and was he crucified ?
Answer YES, he existed and he was crucified. His short existence was designed to create a single

true God, and the truth of that Gods word.
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Q14

Is it true that all humans have a spirit guide?
Answer YES, each person has their own guide from before birth to their death, the guide is mainly
silent.
Q15

What use is a silent guide?

Answer All guides wish to make contact with their partner, this contact is however governed by

that persons attitude to God, those who believe to some degree have contact in various
degrees, for instance when sleeping, or by hearing their guide, or by learning to use a
pendulum, and some, can converse normally with their guide.

Q16 Does your Guide control your life?
Answer NO, Guides are exactly that, they cannot make decisions for you. Spiritual Law forbids that

due to man’s Freewill.

Q17 Can another Soul (spirit) take over your body?
Answer NO, only your own Soul can occupy your body and mind.

Q18 Does the Devil Exist?
Answer NO, the evil that man himself creates causes Hell on Earth, and man’s own negative

attitude created the devil and demons, and for centuries, religions perpetuated the myth to
enforce their own power. The so-called black angel called Lucifer never existed.

Q19 When does the spirit guide connect with the human being?
Answer When the child is in the womb and formed, though like the brain (reacts to sound) it

remains in stasis until after birth.

Q20

When does the Soul enter the body?

Answer The Soul enters the body when the foetus is formed but does not function until the last

three months, but basically remains in stasis until after birth.
Q21

Does God punish people or destroy their soul if they are evil?

Answer NO, God does not judge or condemn those who have Freewill, for man must take

responsibility for that freewill and its consequences.

Q22 Does man re-incarnate as an animal or vice-versa?
Answer NO, humans can only come back as humans, animal and insects come back as they were

previously.

Q23 Are there evil spirits or entities roaming around on earth?
Answer NO, there are lost souls who did not Passover at their time of bodily death, but these are

not evil, just very confused and frightened. These are the ghosts that people sometimes
referred to.

Q24 Can lost Souls materialise?
Answer NO, only those who have been trapped on earth for a few hundred years have learned the

trick of materialising for a few moments.

Q25

Do Angels exist ?., and are they good or bad?

Answer YES angels exist in many forms, and ALL Angels are good.
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Q26 How do Souls get trapped on earth?
Answer souls get trapped mainly due to sudden death or the brain becoming disorientated due to

drugs or alcohol, these causes make it difficult to understand the need to go to the “light”
to Passover, and as a result the window closes.

Q27 What is the window and the light?
Answer These expressions refer to the Tunnel which appears three minutes after physical death

and closes between four and five minutes later. The tunnel has a white light at its other
end.

Q28 Do humans ever meet their Spirit Guide?
Answer YES, they meet for the only time when the human passes over and goes up the tunnel,

their Guide is waiting to greet them.

Q29 It is a common belief that when one passes over and goes to heaven, one is
going to meet all one’s relatives?
Answer This is a very common myth which suits the human level of perception and is a major
hurdle in human understanding of God and their own future as an immortal Soul . God is a
God of Love, Reason, Logic, Truth, Trust and Faith, and all life lives within that context.
Man chooses this common belief to relieve his fear and give him comfort.

Q30 Many people believe that Heaven is a parallel world to earth, but is a happy
place with no pain and plenty of all life’s riches?
Answer NO, heaven is not a parallel world to earth, it is full of love and joy, but each soul is going

through a development stage where it is working on past life omissions prior to its next reincarnation and further growth.

Q31 Is it only religious leaders and good church people who can do Gods work on
earth and have their prayers heard by God?
Answer Definitely NOT, any person who feels the need to pray or work for God can do so, God is

very happy with willing converts who are genuine.

Q32 Is there any point in praying to God?
Answer YES, praying opens up the energy channel to your Guide and to God, and prayer is always

answered, but usually not the way one would expect.

Q33 Do we come back to earth to punish ourselves for being a bad person in our
previous earthly existence?
Answer NO, this is a common myth, but there is no question of punishing oneself, for such thought

does not exist in heaven.

Q34 Why do some people have a terrible existence on earth?
Answer People become victims of other peoples poor behaviour, usually at an early age, and this

behaviour tends to become a way of life, unless proper help is given. The victim is usually
not guilty of any wrong.

Q35 It is a common belief that we choose our parents?
Answer NOT TRUE, this could be called that element of chance and time based on that micro-

second in time.
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Q36 Do we choose anything about our future existence?
Answer The answer is twofold, while in spirit the soul may choose to serve a special cause on earth

(it does not always happen), but the main answer is NO, you have no control over your
sex, nationality, parents or lifestyle.

Q37 Do really evil people or murderers go to Hell?
Answer NO, Man creates a Hell on earth for himself but it does not exist in heaven, When an evil

person passes over and he was not evil in his last lifetime, he goes to heaven to work on
his omissions. If he had a previous bad existence in the last lifetime then he goes to what
we would call the Retard box, were he would perpetually relive his violence and cruelty
until he understands the problem, then he gets another chance to grow.

Q38 IS going through the tunnel the only way to enter heaven?

Answer NO, those souls who get trapped on earth can be sent across a bridge by some sensitive

mediums, who act as guides on the earthly side, It is the same principle though, going
towards the light.

Q39 Why is there so many different ideas about spirit communication and
messages?
Answer The Answer lies in mans ability to understand and perceive the information being given.

Spirit can only give answers at a level that the individual can understand and accept, and in
this context man is still very primitive.

Q40 How can one say man is a primitive after all his achievements?
Answer Man is not the only life in the Universe, and he is the second most primitive to exist at

present.

Q41 Why was the Jewish race chosen by God as his people?
Answer God did NOT choose any race as his chosen people, this was the act of a prophet to bring

his people together. All people are Gods people.

Q42 Is the Christian faith the only true faith?
Answer NO, ALL FAITHS WHO WORSHIP GOD ARE EQUAL.

Q43 Do all faiths teach Gods word?

Answer NO, None teach his true word, but rather that which was created by the early priests which

was more about man creating hierarchical power for their own benefit.

Q44 Why is it so difficult to accept Gods Word on life?
Answer BECAUSE it is too simple to accept, and too complex to understand, and requires character

growth, which means change.

Q45 HAS man had many other lifetimes on earth before?
Answer YES, ranging from hundreds to thousands, but man tends to think only in five or six

previous existence’s.

Q46 Some people claim to have more than one Guide, is that true?
Answer NO , all spiritual communication is through that guide, though it appears that there are

more on certain occasions according to one’s level of understanding. Only ONE VOICE IS
HEARD THOUGH, any others belong to that person.
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Q47 Do some people have very famous Guides as many people claim?
Answer NO, Guides do not have names, but will give a name to help the person, but it will be a

name of one of their lives which is ordinary for reasons of spiritual law.

Q48 Is it true that some people have Archangels or Angels for Guides?
Answer NO, to begin with Archangels do not exist, they were invented by man. Angels do exist, but

not as Guides.

Q49 Why does there appear to be thousands of North American Guides?
Answer Having a North American Guide is the “In Thing” with many people because of their early

spiritual approach to life, some people do have them as Guides, but in reality there are
more alleged guides than there was American Indians.

Q50 Why is there so much misunderstanding about God and his Teachings?
Answer This is a very a complex problem, but the answer lies in two main areas of human

perception. Firstly, religious groups have distorted God and his word for centuries, this has
confused people, and secondly, people have many different levels of understanding which
causes great misunderstanding and distortion of the facts.
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